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While working
to man its cyber
squadrons and
ensure readiness
for mobilizations
to the Cyber
Mission Force,
the ANG has also
been exploring
ways to provide
greater cyber
support to state,
local, tribal,
and territorial
entities.

he Challenge: The Air National Guard has a capable
foundational cyber force, but it still faces challenges to
manning and sustaining its cyber career fields. Additionally,
the scope of this force’s roles for and authorized activities in
domestic cyber efforts is not yet well-defined.

In late 2014, the Air National Guard (ANG) began efforts
to stand up 15 new cyberspace squadrons to support the Air
Force component of the Cyber Mission Force (CMF) under U.S.
Cyber Command. While working to man its cyber squadrons
and ensure readiness for mobilizations to the CMF, the ANG
has also been exploring ways to provide greater cyber support
to state, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) entities. However,
continuing shortages of cyber talent, declining propensity and
eligibility for U.S. military service, stringent CMF and ANG
cyber personnel eligibility requirements, and ANG Recruiting’s
limited resources prompt ANG concern about its ability to
sustain a skilled cyber force that continually meets the CMF’s
and the nation’s demands in cyberspace. Moreover, laws and
policies guiding ANG cyber support within SLTT communities
are still evolving, and the ANG’s roles and responsibilities for
domestic cyber activities have not yet been clearly defined.
IDA identified challenges and opportunities for the ANG
cyber force and provided recommendations to the ANG and
National Guard Bureau (NGB) based on analysis of national
cyber professional employment trends; ANG cyber career fields,
missions, and recruiting and retention; and the force’s potential
to assist in various domestic cyber efforts.

National Demand for Cyber Talent
Existing literature on cyber professional employment
confirms that the nationwide demand for cyber talent is high and
outstrips available supply, and that it will continue to do so as
the need for cyber personnel continues to grow. This situation
creates a shortage of qualified cyber professionals that the ANG
can recruit. Some sources conclude that the difficulty of finding
qualified cyber professionals will eventually subside, predicting
that the supply of cyber talent will increase and adoption
of automation technologies will reduce demand for human
professionals, but these sources still agree that this stabilization
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will not occur any time soon. (Libicki,
Senty and Pollack 2014) (Vizard 2016)
We investigated the people who
could potentially be trained to become
ANG cyber personnel. Bureau of Labor
Statistics data show that more than 5.6
million people, not including military
members, federal employees outside
the executive branch, or recent degreeor certificate-holders, are employed
in computer, math, and engineering
jobs nationwide. While there may be
well more than 5 million people whose
education and experience indicate
that they could possibly be trained
to become part-time cyber personnel
to fill 1,065 ANG CMF positions, the
potential supply pool quickly begins
to shrink when the requirements for
military service and, specifically, for
military service in ANG cyber positions
are taken into account.

Downward Trend in Military
Service Propensity and
Eligibility
The population of individuals who
are both interested in and eligible for
U.S. military service has been declining
over the last two decades. Some of
the factors for this are the declining
veteran population (knowing someone
who has been in the military is highly
correlated with accession), false
perceptions of the military, increasing
propensity of high schoolers to attend
college, and increasing disqualification
for more than one reason (such as
obesity, drug use, criminal activity,
financial problems, certain tattoos
and piercings, physical and medical
conditions, and low scoring on the
Armed Forces Qualification Test).
At the same time that the pool of
prospective recruits to the military

is shrinking, the Services’ need for
greater numbers of specialized,
technical talent has grown with the
stand-up of the CMF and diversifying
global cyber threats.

ANG Cyber Personnel Eligibility
Requirements
Specific eligibility requirements
for personnel to join an ANG cyber
squadron further reduce the already
limited pool of potential ANG recruits.
ANG cyber personnel must complete
basic military training if they have
not previously served in the military,
obtain a TS/SCI security clearance,
and typically reside within a 50-mile
radius of a squadron location. This
last requirement poses additional
challenges to sustaining a first-rate
ANG cyber force, as some of the ANG’s
15 new cyberspace squadrons, shown
in Figure 1, are located in areas that do
not appear to have large technical or
cyber talent markets.
Depending on their specialty,
assigned squadron, and whether
they have prior cyber experience
in an active component, ANG cyber
personnel must complete anywhere
from 17 to 100 weeks of technical
training. Although all ANG members
must be willing to commit at least one
weekend per month and two weeks
per year to the ANG on top of their
full-time civilian employment, ANG
cyber personnel must commit to an
additional 6-month mobilization every
three years to support the CMF.

ANG Recruiting
In this competitive cyber talent
market, the ANG has no recruiters
dedicated to hiring cyber personnel,
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143 COS
262 NWS

Tacoma, WA

272 COS Battle Creek, MI
224 COS

Boise, ID

168 COS Des Moines, IA

112 COS Willow Grove, PA

140 COS

Trenton, NJ

166 NWS New Castle, DE
127 COS

Wichita, KS

175 COS
Middle River, MD
276 COS
185 COS Hampton, VA

261 COS Van Nuys, CA
275 COS Middle River, MD

273 COS San Antonio, TX

COS = Cyberspace Operations Squadron
NWS = Network Warfare Squadron

Figure 1. New Air National Guard Cyberspace Squadrons.

and ANG recruiters and staff lack
adequate tools, technology, and
resources to recruit specifically
for cyber career fields, collect
recruitment and retention data, and
perform analyses of cyber workforce
recruitment and retention. Because
of the difficulty in finding non-prior
service (NPS) personnel who can
and are willing to meet the rigorous
ANG cyber requirements, and the
considerable time and cost involved
in training NPS cyber recruits,
the ANG fills its cyber positions
largely by retraining current ANG
members in other career fields or
by recruiting personnel transferring
from active duty who have had
some level of cyber training. The
active components are currently
conducting pilot programs for the
direct commissioning of recruits to
cyber positions; however, similar pilot
programs have not been authorized
for the National Guard and Reserves.
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Developing the ANG
Domestic Cyber Roles
While originally developed to
support Title 10 CMF missions, the
ANG’s cyber squadrons have also
been working with their respective
state governors, adjutants general,
emergency management agencies,
and public utilities to address state
and local cybersecurity challenges.
In the past few years, ANG cyber
personnel have assisted in a number
of state responses to domestic
cyber incidents—such as those
coinciding with the civil unrest in
2014 in Ferguson, Missouri, and in
2015 in Baltimore, Maryland—and
have provided cyber protection
capabilities such as vulnerability
assessments to several state entities.
Various reports over the last few
years have called for the government
to increase use of the National Guard
for such efforts, citing the Guard’s

expanding cyber capabilities; ability
to leverage private sector talent;
tradition in building international,
federal, and SLTT partnerships;
and ability to operate under both
state and federal authorities in
three different duty statuses: State
Active Duty, Title 32, and Title 10.
However, laws and policies guiding
ANG domestic cyber activities, in
particular, are still evolving.

Cyber Incident Response
To date, the government has
focused primarily on outlining
the National Guard’s role in cyber
incident response, specifically in
support of civil authorities during
or after a cyber event, consistent
with the National Guard’s historical
role in disaster response. National
Guard capabilities for cyber incident
response are being incorporated
into DoD’s policies for Defense
Support of Civil Authorities and the
National Cyber Incident Response
Plan developed by the Department of
Homeland Security. Directive-Type
Memorandum 17-007, Interim Policy
and Guidance for Defense Support
to Cyber Incident Response (DSCIR),
released in June 2017, is the latest
guidance on responsibilities and use
of the National Guard and other DoD
Components for DSCIR activities.

Ongoing Cyber Protection
Less national-level focus has
been devoted to how the National
Guard could be used in an ongoing
domestic cyber protection role.
The May 2016 Deputy Secretary of
Defense Policy Memorandum 16-002
offers the latest guidance on the

National Guard’s ability to coordinate
with, train, advise, and assist mission
partners in preventing, defending
against, and recovering from cyber
incidents. Although the memo is
a step forward, it does not clearly
establish the scope of the National
Guard’s authorized roles in advance
of a domestic cyber incident or the
specific actions the National Guard
can undertake in cyberspace in Title
32 or State Active Duty status.

Recommendations
IDA recommends that the
NGB and ANG focus on acquiring
improved tools for workforce
data collection and analysis and
on examining the impact of both
traditional and new incentives on
the recruitment and retention of
cyber personnel. We also recommend
that the NGB and ANG create plans
for National Guard engagement
in accomplishing governors’
cybersecurity goals, collaborate with
stakeholders to implement command
and control constructs in response
to domestic cyber incidents, and
conduct pilot projects to enhance
National Guard domestic cyber
protection efforts.
The National Guard and its
stakeholders should determine the
national-level vision for the Guard’s
future roles and responsibilities
in cyberspace. Today, the National
Guard has limited capacity for
domestic cyber activities. If it is to be
increasingly called upon for domestic
cyber support, a construct allowing
it to balance domestic efforts and
CMF mobilizations will need to be
developed.
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